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Abstract 
A kind of SIP (Session Initiation Protocol)-base Mobile Learning System is raised through analysis on SIP protocol 
and SIP mobility and with the combination of the characteristics of Mobile Learning (M-leaning), and description is 
provided to the structure of this system as well as various components to give the function realization of every 
module.
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1. Introduction  
In recent years, along with the rapid development of the mobile computing technology, a kind of 
brand-new learning model turns up quietly, this is what we call M-learning. Based on E-learning, M-
learning provides a brand-new learning pattern that learners can learn whenever and wherever by means 
of effective combination with mobile communication. M-leaning is regarded as a kind of learning model 
in the future, or a kind of indispensable learning in the future. In view of comprehensive opinions of 
domestic and foreign experts, M-learning refers to a kind of learning model that learners achieve learning 
resources, communicate with others and realize learning by means of wireless mobile devices, wireless 
communication devices, Internet as well as multimedia technology that learners need learning at any time 
and any place. The most essential characteristics of M-learning is to reflect the mobility of the learning 
environment, learning resources and learners, while the reflection of mobility shall rely on mobile 
management protocol, for this reason, the SIP protocol is raised to be applied in the Mobile Learning 
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System so as to help learners to get rid of the time and space constraints to realize autonomous learning at 
any time and place in accordance with demands. 
2. SIP Protocol 
2.1. SIP Message Model 
As a control protocol in the application layer, the SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) is adopted to control 
the establishment, modification and conclusion of the session. The session can involve bilateral or 
multilateral parties, and the SIP does not focus on the specific details and medium types of the session[1]. 
Similar to TCP/IP protocol, the SIP is capable of addressing various kinds of problems related to mobility 
existing in the Next Generation Network. The SIP protocol realizes various kinds of mobility in the 
network layer, while the SIP achieves support on various kinds of mobility in the application layer. What 
the SIP adopts is the Client/Server widely adopted by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force). The 
SIP protocol is provided with strong functions in the form of user-end positioning, user-capability 
negotiation, user-visibility judgment, call setup as well as call processing. In view of SIP session, both the 
calling party and called party use SIP address for marking. The SIP address adopts E-mail form such as 
“user@host”. The “user” stands for the user name or the telephone number, the “host” indicates the 
domain name or digital address. This address is one part of the SIP-URL (Uniform Resource Locator). 
The integrated SIP-URL is shown as SIP:wyj@kmu.edu.cn. 
With respect to session roles, the SIP Client can be divided into UA (user agent) Client—sender of call 
request, UA Server—responder of the call request. 
There are three main SIP servers, namely. proxy server: responsible for receiving the request of the 
agent user, sending requests to corresponding servers in accordance with the network strategy and give 
reply to users in line with responses achieved. redirect server: this is used to send the new location back to 
the calling party when needed and the calling party obtain the re-call according to the new location. 
register server: this is applied to receive and dispose the registering request of the Client, and accomplish 
the register of user’s address. 
Similar to the HTTP (Hyper Text Transport Protocol), the SIP protocol adopts message to realize the 
communication in the network. There are six basic SIP messages regulated in the RFC3261, namely, INV 
ITE, BYE, ACK, CANCEL, OPTION as well as REGISTER messages. Based on following certain 
principle, expansion can be conducted on the SIP message. 
Response state codes in the SIP protocol can be divided into six categories, which are composed of 
three numbers to express the processed results of the request. The first number indicates the response 
category, and the follow-up two numbers indicates the specific response to this category. They are 
message-passing model (1XX), success (2XX), redirection (3XX), client error (4XX), server error (5XX) 
as well as overall failure (6XX). 
2.2. Advantages of SIP Protocol on Service Supply 
Being provided with strong comprehensiveness, the SIP can not only be employed to set up session, 
but also to transmit instant messages and files. Advantages of the SIP are reflected on many aspects on 
providing service in flexible and convenient manner.  
• Extensible protocol: the SIP can maintain tense core protocol, and meanwhile possess strong 
extensible mechanism. Three essential parts of the SIP message (message type, message head and 
message body) can all be extended.  
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•  Open-style service creation environment: the service supply in the SIP network is mainly fulfilled by 
the Proxy Server, one service generation means design of one service logic so as to realize the control 
on a specific message, or give response to the message request. This can be realized through any 
common language editor.  
•  Support on mobility: the SIP protocol is provided with the support on mobility naturally. SIP dynamic 
registering mechanism contributes very convenient Client mobility. 
2.3. Support of SIP on Mobility 
The mobility possesses various implications including terminal mobility, personal mobility, session 
mobility as well as service mobility. The mobility that is comprehended most commonly refers to 
terminal mobility, that is, the user can use some terminal in mobility, uses’ service access points are not 
fixed, and the network is provided with the capability of identification and terminal positioning. The 
support of the mobile communication on the mobility is mainly reflected on the physical layer and link 
layer with location management, handover management as well as roaming support being included[2].  
The registering mechanism is adopted on the support of the SIP on mobility, and the support on the 
mobility is realized through register server constantly receiving user register and renewing user current 
address saved by the location server. The SIP user makes use of registering procedure to indentify user’s 
current location and coordinates the proxy server and redirect server to support user’s and terminal 
mobility by means of proper expansion. The easiest part of SIP mobility refers to pre-call mobility for the 
ground that the MT (Mobile Terminal) acquires a new address before receiving or sending a call. The MT 
just requires re-register on registering server it belongs to when it gets a new IP address. What the only one 
difficulty is that the application layer shall be provided with the detection capability of the change of the IP 
address. Suppose the MT belongs to one HN (Home Network), there is one redirect server in the HN, every 
time when the MT changes location, it will sends the registering message to the HN, but the MT here never 
requires a IP address in the HPLMN with static distribution. When the communication terminal sends an 
INVITE request to the MT, the redirect server can find out the location message of the MT and realize the 
INVITE request redirection. In case the MT moves in the session, it shall send a new INVITE request to 
the communication terminal and this request is required to adopt the same call identifier in the original call 
setup. It shall place the new IP address in the Contact domain of the SIP request so as to tell the 
communication terminal where the subsequent SIP message sends to.[3] In order to redirect the data stream, 
the redirect server indicates the new address in the SPD (SESSION Description Protocol) as the transfer 
address. The new address is placed in the Contact domain of the SIP request as well as “c=” domain in the 
session description. Finally, the MT updates its registering information in its redirect server, in this way, 
the new call can realize redirection correctly so as to achieve the mobility of the MT. 
3. Design for SIP-base M-learning System 
3.1. System Framework 
The M-learning system aims at creating a learning environment for learners whenever and wherever to 
help learners to automatically select the learning details, and meanwhile this environment can contribute 
real-time or non-real-time exchanges and discussion between students and teachers. In the course of the 
design for the M-learning system, we shall strive to establish the mobile network-base learning system on 
the basis of the characteristics of M-learning, theoretical basis together with the realization model of the 
M-learning. The M-learning system is consisted of five parts in the form of SIP MT (Mobile Terminal), 
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SIP server, management server, application server as well as database server[4]. This is shown as the 
Figure 1. 
Figure 1. SIP-based M-learning System 
3.2. Function Realization on System Module 
The SIP MT employs the SIP URL (uniform resource locator) to identify itself, complete sending and 
receiving SIP message as well as analyze the classroom control message and request classroom 
reservation information from the SIP server. 
The management server provides the management interface to the administrator in the form of Web 
page, which enables the administrator to succeed in setting up, modifying and ending the mobile 
classroom; and meanwhile helps the administrator to manage the mobile teaching resource in an effective 
manner. 
The intension system of the AS (Application Server) supports the multi-Agent system in the intelligent 
learning, it provides relevant services to the management server directly, handles the affair request 
messages of users composed by the XML (Extensive Makeup Language) of the management server, such 
as teachers’ and learners’ register, teaching program, course learning as well as examination practice. 
The intension system of the management server possesses the data processing logic, which provides 
relevant services to the AS. When the AS raises processing request to the data base through the intelligent 
Agent system, the database server is capable of contributing services such as data query, modification as 
well as update, and meanwhile commits the computational results to the AS through the multi-Agent 
system. 
The SIP server constitutes the core to the realization of the mobility of the M-learning system, which is 
realized mainly through three functional entities, namely, SIP registering server, SIP agent server and SIP 
redirect server, just shown in the Fig. 1. In view of the modern distance teaching system, the classroom 
setup, modification and termination together with the subscription of the data service all are fulfilled by 
means of the SIP protocol, as a result, accomplishment of mentioned functions and support on the users’ 
mobility requires adoption of the services provided by the SIP registering server, SIP agent server and SIP 
redirect server. Among them, the SIP registering server is one that receives the request from the SIP 
Register. The SIP includes the concept of the register of the mobile users, while the register of the 
classroom users aims at telling the network that its own given address is effective. The Register request is 
sent to the SIP register server when the classroom user registers. In general, the SIP registering server, 
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SIP agent server and SIP redirect server are in the same physical entity. The realization of the actual 
system often utilizes the UAC (User Account Control) and UAS (User Agent Server) to fulfill the 
function of the SIP register function, in addition, thanks to SIP agent server together with SIP redirect 
server, for this reason, sometimes only the USA and SIP redirect server or the SIP agent server are 
required to realize the register of classroom users in the actual network. As an intermediate factor, the SIP 
agent server serves as both server and client, it receives the SIP request of the classroom users and stands 
for the transmit or response request of the classroom users through proper modification. The typical 
functions of the SIP agent server is reflected as the route, calling control, service supply as well as billing 
certificate authority. The SIP agent server can enter the database, and makes use of the data base of any 
type to assist request treatment, and the data base possibly includes SIP register or information related to 
the location of classroom users of any type. The SIP redirect server receives request from the SIP agent 
server and map the SIP URL existing in this request to zero or multi-server addresses, and then tells 
theses addresses in the form of message response to the SIP agent server, SIP agent server sends the 
request message to the next server in accordance with the new address received. However, the redirect 
server cannot send any request and receive call request neither. 
The SIP server adopts the SIP URL for addressing. As a logic address, the pattern of the SIP URL is 
similar to an E- mail address, which is usually composed by SIP identification, user name as well as the 
domain name (such as: SIP:user@company.com). The register server employs register/log-off mechanism to 
realize the mapping between the SIP URL and corresponding IP address, and it allows the called party to 
keep the same logic name no matter its physical connection changes or not. The dynamic register/log-off 
mechanism of the SIP protocol contributes the convenience for users’ mobility. The mobility of M-
learning system achieves solution because the SIP URL and SIP register/log-off mechanism as well as 
call redirect mechanism are applied in the SIP protocol [5].  
4. Conclusion 
The M-learning is the product combining with the mobile communication technology, network 
technology, modern education ideology as well as theory. Along with the development of 3G wireless 
network technology and the improvement of mobile terminal device, the M-learning can completely 
realize people’s aspiration of lifelong learning. For this reason, setting up a perfect M-learning system is 
bound to create the learning environment that learners can learn at any time and place so as to truly reflect 
the mobility of the M-learning.  
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